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> Add flavor and nutrients to
®
your Vi-Shape Shake with
Shape-Up Health Flavor Mix-Ins

1. Why use a Shape-Up Health Flavor Mix-In?
The Shake Mix That Tastes Like A Cake Mix™ is already
fabulous on its own. And with the Health Flavor Mix-Ins,
we’ve given you the option to make your own unique
shake more fantastic, without a commitment to buying
additional shake bags that would jam your kitchen
cupboards until you are ready for a new flavor. Oh, and
did we tell you that they taste amazing? Each packet
provides not just great flavor, but it also provides added
health benefits to help improve your overall well-being.†

3. Are Shape-Up Health Flavor Mix-Ins just for
Vi-Shape Shakes?
Not at all. You’ll be surprised how well they can complement
your everyday menu—from a glass of milk to ice cream,
yogurt, cereal, pudding—even mix them into pancake batter!
Tip: Try a ViSalus favorite and blend the Strawberry PhytoPower flavor in ViSalus NEURO®, ViSalus GO® or ViSalus PRO®.

4. Who should use the Mix-Ins?
Anyone concerned about health and well-being. These
products can benefit anyone, from children to adults.

2. What are the benefits of the health flavors?
Our scientists got to work and not only did they create
the most innovative product for the ViSalus community,
but keeping in line with our mission of creating healthy
products, each Health Flavor packet provides unique
health benefits.†

5. What are the flavors?
There are 2 flavors available for your enjoyment
—chocolate and strawberry.

• Strawberry Phtyo-Power—made with a powerful
fruit antioxidant blend of strawberry, blueberry, cherry,
orange, raspberry and grape seed, each packet has
about 50 strawberries’ worth of phytonutrients!
Phytonutrients, once known as vitamin P, have many
health-protective benefits.†
• Chocolate Cardia Care†—features a concentrated
blend of heart-healthy polyphenols equal to 6–8 bars
of dark chocolate. Polyphenols have many healthpromoting benefits.†
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